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7346 | RSC Adv., 2017, 7, 7346–7357e molecular dynamics study of the
amyloid beta (11–40) trimer penetrating
a membrane†
Son Tung Ngo,‡*ab Huynh Minh Hung,‡c Khoa Nhat Trand and Minh Tho Nguyen*abc
Alzheimer's disease is characterized by the interaction of neurotoxic Ab oligomers with cellular membranes,
which disturbs ion homeostasis. To determine the putative structures of the transmembrane 3Ab11–40
oligomer, temperature replica exchange molecular dynamics (REMD) simulations with an explicit solvent
have been employed to monitor the structural changes when interaction of the oligomer with the
membrane DPPC lipid bilayer is induced. Although the initial conformation of the 3Ab11–40
transmembrane was ﬁbril-like, the obtained results are in good agreement with previous experiments, in
which the b-structure of the Ab oligomer represents 40% of the structure in the average of all
considered snapshots. The statistical coil structure, which is located near and interacts with the
membrane headgroups, amounts to almost 60% of the structure. The transmembrane Ab oligomer helix
structure basically disappears during the REMD simulations. Instead of the Asp23–Lys28 salt bridge, the
polar contact between Asp23 and Asn27 has been found to be a factor stabilizing the structure of the Ab
oligomer. Although numerous polar contacts between lipid headgroups and the peptide have been
found, free energy perturbation calculations indicated that van der Waals interactions are the key factor
determining the binding between the Ab trimer and the membrane. It may be argued that the Ab11–40
trimer can be easily inserted into the membrane because the binding free energy between the trimer
and the membrane reaches 70 kcal mol1. The collision cross section of the optimized structures of
1341  23 A˚2 agrees well with the experimental values for the solvated Ab trimer.Introduction
Alzheimer's disease (AD) is known to be one of the most
common neurodegenerative disorders1–5 and is frequently
observed among elderly people. In fact, about a third of seniors
are aﬀected by AD or other dementias; as yet, there is no
eﬀective treatment for AD.1–6 Diﬀerent mechanisms of AD have
been proposed, including the cholinergic, tau and amyloid
hypotheses.7–9
Numerous previous studies have indicated that aggregation
of amyloid beta (Ab) peptides in the extracellular region of brainTon Duc Thang University, Ho Chi Minh
.vn
University, Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam
tijnenlaan 200F, B-3001 Leuven, Belgium.
ty of Maryland Baltimore County, 21250
(ESI) available: Include the list of
exchange rates between neighbouring
nergy of all replicas, the diﬀusion of
as, the RMSF of the trimer, and the
OI: 10.1039/c6ra26461atissue is the main cause of AD.4,10–12 Furthermore, Ab oligomers
have recently been found to be more neurotoxic than the bril
forms.4,13,14 However, the mechanism by which Ab oligomers
damage neurons remains uncertain. Scientists currently
suggest that these oligomers insert into lipid bilayers and
establish ion channel-like structures.15 Consequently, Ca2+
dication homeostasis is perturbed, ultimately leading to
cytotoxicity.16–18
In general, although Ab peptides tend to favor interactions
with the phosphate headgroups of zwitterionic lipids through
electrostatic interactions,19–21 the interaction of Ab with posi-
tively charged lipids is equivalent to that with negatively
charged lipids.21,22 In addition, the oligomers appear to insert
into the membrane more easily than their corresponding
monomers.19 Several experiments investigating the eﬀects of
a membrane on Ab peptides were reported under various
conditions. The structure of an Ab peptide is transformed into
a helix–kink–helix structure when its C-terminus incompletely
penetrates the membrane.23–25 It has been established that
acidic phospholipids motivate Ab peptides to adopt b-form coil
structures.24,26 The kinetics and thermodynamics of the trans-
formation of the random coil structure into the b-structure on
the surface of the anionic membrane were studied.27 TheseThis journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2017
Fig. 1 Starting conformation of the truncated transmembrane 3Ab11–
40 peptide inserted into the membrane DPPC lipid bilayer. Water and
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View Article Onlineexperimental results were analyzed and supported by numerous
subsequent theoretical studies.28–33
Due to the fact that the Ab trimer is one of the most toxic
forms of low weight oligomers,34 current studies are focused on
screening potential inhibitors to prevent the trimer from
forming.35 However, the equilibrated Ab trimers exist in mixed
environments consisting of monomers, dimers, higher order
oligomers and mature brils; thus, experimental studies about
them are few.36,37 Thus, it is diﬃcult to design eﬀective Ab trimer
inhibitors to treat AD. Moreover, the neurotoxicity and aggre-
gate conformations of Ab peptides rely upon the sequences and
lengths of the peptides.38 Although several previous investiga-
tions indicated that the hydrophilic region of the Ab peptide
N-terminal alters peptide deposition,39–41 the eﬀects of the
hydrophobic core on the deposition of Ab peptides are greater
than the eﬀects of the hydrophilic core. Consequently, previous
studies have mainly focused on evaluating the structures of
truncated Ab peptides.42–44
In this context, a theoretical study of the transmembrane Ab
trimer and its interactions is thus of great interest. We thus
determined to investigate the structures of the Ab40 oligomers
when they fully penetrate lipid bilayers. For this purpose, we
considered the dipalmitoyl phosphatidylcholine (DPPC) lipid
bilayer and inserted the 3Ab11–40 oligomer into it. Moreover, it is
likely impossible to study the Ab trimer starting from the
random coil form due to the high CPU time demand,45 which is
in any case beyond our actual computational resources. There-
fore, we used a bril-like structure as the initial conformation of
the 3Ab11–40 transmembrane. To study the resulting solvated
transmembrane Ab peptide system, we used replica exchange
molecular dynamics (REMD) simulations with an explicit
solvent. This method allows the structural changes in the
transmembrane 3Ab11–40 peptide to be recorded during the
simulation time and allows the mutual interactions between the
membrane and the peptide to be probed.
Thus, the most stable structure of the transmembrane
3Ab11–40 peptide corresponds to the energy global minimum
of this peptide; this is explored through free energy landscape
analyses. In accord with previous experiments and computa-
tions, the secondary structure of the oligomer has been pre-
dicted using the Dene Secondary Structure of Proteins
(DSSP) tool; a-content was lacking during our simulations,
while the b-content and statistical coil structures comprised
about 40% and 60% of the structure, respectively.24,26–33,46 The
coil domains are located within the membrane surface and
strongly interact with the phosphorus atoms of the lipid
headgroups.24,26 The Asp23–Asn27 salt bridge was found to
play an important role in stabilizing the structure of the Ab
peptide, instead of the Asp23–Lys28 salt bridge, as previously
reported.30 Moreover, the binding free energy of the trimer to
the membrane was determined using free energy perturba-
tion calculations. The size of the trimer was determined
through collision cross section prediction. The obtained
results may enhance the search for an AD therapeutic agent
and establish references for transmembrane mutant Ab
trimer studies.This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2017Materials and methods
Replica exchange molecular dynamics (REMD) simulations
The 3Ab11–40 oligomer44 was presented through the united atom
GROMOS 53a6 force eld.47 In this work, this Ab peptide fully
penetrated the membrane DPPC lipid bilayer.48 The trans-
membrane system was placed in a periodic boundary condi-
tions box and was then solvated using the simple point charge
water model.49 Three Na+ ions were added to maintain neutral
conditions in the system. The crystal structure of the initial
conformation employed is shown in Fig. 1.
The solvated transmembrane oligomer system was used as
the initial conformation of the computations using GROMACS
version 5.0.7.50 The starting structure included the Ab oligomer,
125 DPPCmolecules, 3923 water molecules, and 3 Na+ ions. The
steepest descent, conjugate gradient, and low-memory Broy-
den–Fletcher–Goldfarb–Shanno (L-BFGS) methods51 were
employed to minimize the solvated transmembrane oligomer.
The system reached an energy minimum when the maximum
force recorded was smaller than 106 kJ (mol1 nm). Conse-
quently, the system was simulated over a time of 500 ps in the
canonical (NVT) ensemble at 324 K with all atoms restrained
using a weak harmonic force. The last snapshot of the NVT
simulation was then used as the initial structure of the 500 ps
isothermal–isobaric (NPT) simulation at 324 K.
Subsequently, temperature REMD simulations were per-
formed in which the input conformation was the last snapshot
of the NPT simulations. The number of replicas was 48, ranging
from 290 to 417 K (details are shown in the (ESI†) le). The
temperatures of these replicas were determined using the
temperature generator for the REMD simulations webserver.52
The acceptance ratio was chosen to be suﬃciently larger than
20%. The exchanges between neighboring replicas were checked
every 1 ps, which is suﬃcient to compare the coupling times of
the heat bath. There were 350 000 replica exchange cycles during
the computations. The data were collected every 10 ps.ion molecules are hidden in this ﬁgure.
RSC Adv., 2017, 7, 7346–7357 | 7347
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View Article OnlineThe MD simulations were integrated using the accurate leap-
frog stochastic dynamics integrator.53 A relaxation time of 0.1 ps
was chosen; the system pressure was 1.0 atm and was controlled
by the Parrinello–Rahman method.54 All bonds were con-
strained through the LINCS55 with an order of 4. In accord with
previous computational studies on the folding/misfolding of Ab
peptides,39,56 the time step was selected as 2 fs. The non-bonded
interaction pair list was renewed every 10 fs, with a cutoﬀ of
1.0 nm. Electrostatic interactions were determined utilizing the
fast smooth Particle-Mesh Ewald electrostatics method, with
a cutoﬀ of 1.0 nm.57 The Lennard–Jones interactions were
computed with a cutoﬀ equal to the cutoﬀ of non-bonded
interactions.Free energy perturbation (FEP) method
The interactions between the protein and the membrane were
determined through a free energy perturbation method.58 In
this method, the obtained diﬀerence of free energy between two
bound and unbound states is calculated through MD simula-
tions; during these computations, the system changes from the
bound Hamiltonian to the unbound Hamiltonian using l
intervals. The determination is performed when the system
exists in the equilibrium state. The bound and unbound states
correspond with the coupling parameters l ¼ 0 and 1, respec-
tively. The Bennet's acceptance ratio (BAR) method59 was used
to determine the change of free energy DGli0li+1 betweenFig. 2 Thermodynamics diagram of the double-annihilation binding
free energy method that was applied to determine the binding free
energy of the trimer to the membrane DPPC lipid bilayer. In this
diagram, (A) represents the full-interaction state of the Ab peptide with
the solvated membrane system. (B) presents the full-interaction state
of the protein with the solution. (C) is a dummy protein penetrating the
membrane, and (D) is the dummy protein in solution. The dummy
protein represents the protein without any interaction with
surrounding molecules.
7348 | RSC Adv., 2017, 7, 7346–7357neighbouring states, li and li+1. Consequently, the diﬀerence of
free energy between the bound and unbound states is
a summation over these values (eqn (1)):
DG ¼
Xl¼1
l¼0
DGli0liþ1 (1)
In the present work, we changed the coupling parameter l
from 0 to 1 to annihilate the trimer from the transmembrane
and solvated systems by altering the non-bonded interactions,
as shown in the thermodynamics diagram in Fig. 2. In partic-
ular, we used a total of 15 values of l to reduce the non-bonded
interactions from the full-interaction state to the non-
interaction state over 15 independent MD simulations with
lengths of 5 ns each. The independent MD simulations had the
same initial crystal structures and starting velocities; however,
they had diﬀerent coupling parameters l. In the latter, the
Coulomb interaction was decreased through 6 values of the
coupling parameter l, including 0.00, 0.35, 0.55, 0.73, 0.88, and
1.00. Additionally, the van der Waals interactions were modied
using 10 values of l: 0.00, 0.10, 0.20, 0.25, 0.30, 0.40, 0.55, 0.70,
0.85, and 1.00. During these processes, the trimer was annihi-
lated two times in diﬀerent systems; thus, this method is called
the double-annihilation binding free energy method (cf.
Fig. 2).60–63 Overall, the binding free energy of the trimer to the
membrane lipid bilayers was estimated through expression (2):
DGbind ¼ DG1  DG2 (2)
Secondary structures
The secondary structures of the transmembrane 3Ab11–40
peptides were estimated using DSSP.64,65
Free energy landscape (FEL)
The “gmx sham”66,67 is a tool in GROMACS that can be employed
to determine the FEL of the trimer with two reaction coordi-
nates, including the radius of gyration (Rg) and the root mean
square deviation (RMSD). The clustering method68 was
employed to nd putative conformations of a protein which
remained at a global minimum with a tolerance of 3.5 nm Ca
RMSD.
Collision cross section (CCS)
CCS is a high impact parameter that can be determined by the
ion mobility projection approximation calculation tool
(IMPACT).69
Contact
The intermolecular contact between the heavy atoms of the
residues and the phosphorus atoms of lipid headgroups was
investigated through evaluation of theminimum distance of the
corresponding atoms with a cutoﬀ of 0.45 nm. Additionally, the
distances between the sidechains of the neighbouring chains of
the truncated peptide were considered. Thus, the sidechainThis journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2017
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View Article Onlinecontacts were counted when this distance was smaller than
0.45 nm.The order of the lipid bilayers
The lipid order parameters measure the orientedmobility of the
carbon (C) and deuteron (D) bonds through the parameter
SCD ¼ 12 3 cos
2 q1, where q is the angle between the molecular
axis given by the Ci1  Ci+1 vector and the bilayer normal,
which is investigated over computational time. The results were
averaged over the membrane during the simulation times.Results and discussion
Temperature REMD simulation of the transmembrane 3Ab11–
40 peptide
At the atomic computational scale, REMD simulation has
become an essential computational method for treating
biomolecular systems in general and Ab aggregation problems
in particular; it has been proved to be one of the most powerful
enhanced sampling methods.28,70–72 This method has been
validated for investigation of the structures of Ab peptides in
many previous studies.45,73–76 In contrast, this approach may
become less productive compared to normal MD simulations if
the maximum temperature chosen is too high,77 especially if the
membrane becomes unstable at high temperature.78 This may
lead to unstable Ab11–40 trimer structures during simulations;
however, here, the maximum temperature chosen of 417 K is
not too high. However, in this case, although the b-structure of
the Ab trimer was never broken, it uctuated within a large
range, from15% to55% (Fig. 4C). This may be caused by the
use of the GROMOS force eld, which is known to favor
formation of the b-structure.79
As the aggregation process of Ab peptides is very slow,
requiring up to several days, it is very diﬃcult to obtain nativeFig. 3 The secondary structures of 48 replicas of the truncated
transmembrane Ab11–40 trimer over 200 ns of REMD simulations,
predicted using DSSP tools. The individual metrics are diﬀused over
the entire wide range, suggesting that the computations did not focus
on any special conformation.
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2017structures of Ab oligomers from random initial structures
through extensive simulations. For example, in previous
studies, the computations were proved to reach equilibrium
even though the computed b-content was found to be 18% for
the Ab40 dimer;41 experiments indicated that the b-structure
content of the dimer was 39%.80 These inconsistent dataFig. 4 The convergence of the REMD simulations at 324 K. The black
and red lines correspond to the values at diﬀerent simulation intervals,
200 to 270 ns and 290 to 350 ns. (A) is the distribution of the radius of
gyration of the transmembrane Ab11–40 trimer, (B) is the population of
the RMSD of the Ab peptide, (C) is the distribution of the b-content of
the trimer, (D) is the population of the surface accessible area of the Ab
peptide, and (E) is the distribution of the salt bridge D23–N27 of chain
A.
RSC Adv., 2017, 7, 7346–7357 | 7349
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View Article Onlinesuggest that the initial conformations of Ab peptides are very
important and that there are several pathways and local minima
in the Ab aggregation process. We assumed that the confor-
mations of the trimer oligomer were close to the those of the
mature brils;45 thus, the initial conformation of the solvated
3Ab11–40 peptide inserted into the membrane DPPC lipid bilayer
was taken from the two-fold bril form of the 12Ab11–40
peptide,44 as shown in Fig. 1. Although the present computa-
tional study may be biased because it was performed with the
initial conformation of a bril-like structure, the metastable
structures of the solvated Ab11–40 trimer were obtained from the
same initial structure.45
The solvated system was simulated using explicit solvent
temperature REMD simulations involving 48 replicas in the
range between 290 and 417 K. The temperature generator for
the REMD simulations webserver52 was employed to choose
temperatures for our simulation with the following parameters:
exchange probability of 20%, tolerance of 104, fully exible
water molecules, constrained hydrogen bonds in proteins, and
full hydrogen bonds in proteins. Details of all the replica
temperatures are described in the ESI le.† 350 ns MD simu-
lations were performed for each replica, amounting to a total of
16 800 ns (16.8 ms) of completed MD simulations. The
exchanges were attempted every 1 ps; the REMD simulation
included 350 000 replica exchange times. To avoid any initial
bias, the rst 200 ns of the REMD simulation was dismissed
from the analyses. The parameters of compatibility of the
computational simulations were subsequently evaluated. The
results are averaged over individual snapshots.
The exchange rates between two neighbouring replicas were
investigated; these are good values because they range from
26% to 38% (Fig. S1 of ESI†). Furthermore, the overlap of the
sampling potential energies ensures the capability of exchange
between the neighbouring replicas.81 The energetic overlap
between diﬀerent replicas is shown in Fig. S2 (ESI†), which
indicates that the solvated transmembrane systems have good
exchange probabilities according to the Metropolis Criterion.
Consequently, the diﬀusion of the temperature space of the
replica temperature index was monitored and is shown in
Fig. S3 (ESI),† indicating the wide sampling of trajectories over
the whole temperature space. Each replica moved through the
entire temperature range, and no obstacles were present.
Moreover, the secondary structures of the oligomer were esti-
mated at 200 ns over all of the replicas, which are shown in
Fig. 3. In particular, these metrics ranged from 36% to 78% of
random coil, 20–56% of b-content, 0–13% turn structure, and 0–
4% of a-content. These analyses demonstrate that our simula-
tions were not biased by any distinct conformations.
Because membrane DPPC lipid bilayers have a phase tran-
sition at about 315 K, the thermodynamic properties of the
3Ab11–40 peptide and the membrane were investigated at 324 K,
including the structural changes of the peptide and the mutual
interactions between the membrane and Ab. Our computations
were equilibrated at 324 K aer 200 ns of REMD simulations
because all values considered remained unchanged over two
interval simulation times, 200 to 270 ns and 290 to 350 ns,
including the gyrated radius, RMSD, b-content, surface area,7350 | RSC Adv., 2017, 7, 7346–7357and salt bridge of the peptide. The corresponding metrics in
diﬀerent time intervals are shown in Fig. 4. In the latter gure,
the red lines correspond to the measured metrics at a simulated
time interval of 200 to 270 ns, while the black lines highlight
these values at the interval of 290 to 350 ns. In particular, the
averages of Rg and RMSD are 0.47  0.07 and 1.42  0.02 nm,
respectively. The b-content of the truncated trimer is 40  7%,
while the surface area of the peptide is estimated to be 64.73 
3.07 A˚2. The distance between the charged groups of D23 and
N27 of chain A is 0.40  0.17 nm.
The root mean square uctuation (RMSF) of the trans-
membrane 3Ab11–40 peptide at 324 K was thus evaluated over
the last 150 ns of the REMD simulations. The results presented
in Fig. S4 (ESI†) are approximately arranged in two regions. The
rst region, including the sequences 11–13, 21–30, and 38–40,
exhibits a high deviation over computational time, almost
higher than 0.4 A˚. The second region, consisting of the
sequences 14–20 and 31–37, is a low deviation domain during
the REMD simulations; all the deviations are smaller than 0.4 A˚.
These regions correspond to the domains where the secondary
structure of the peptide regularly forms random coils and b-
structures, respectively. The high deviation domain is caused by
interactions within the surface regions of the membrane DPPC
lipid bilayer, which will be described in the following subsec-
tion about the intermolecular interactions between the Ab
oligomer and the membrane DPPC lipid bilayer. The high
uctuation regions emerge as the main contributors to the
structural changes of the transmembrane oligomer.Second structure of transmembrane 3Ab11–40 peptide
The average of the secondary structures of the protein which
emerged at 324 K during the last 150 ns of the REMD simulation
was predicted using the DSSP method.64,65 The averages of the
random coil, beta, turn and helix structures are shown in Fig. 5.
During our simulations, on average, the a-structure was seldom
observed, only comprising 0.2% over the simulations. The
obtained data conrmed that the a-structure is an intermediate
step of the Ab aggregation process.37,73,74,82,83 The turn structure
was found to be3%. The random coil form and b-content were
dominant, with amounts of57% and40%, respectively. This
nding is in good agreement with transmembrane Ab olig-
omer24,46 experiments and the trimer of the Ab40 peptide in
solution.80 It should be noted that in experiments, the
b-contents of transmembrane Ab oligomers and the solvated Ab
trimer are almost the same, approximately 39–40%.24,46,80
In particular, chain C has fewer b-structures compared to
both chains A and B. This is internally consistent with the salt
bridge analysis given below because chain C was found to make
a salt bridge between D23 and K28. This structural change leads
to the appearance of the a-structure in the middle region of
chain C (Fig. 5), although the a-structure appears less
frequently.
The secondary structure patterns can roughly be divided into
ve domains: namely, sequences 11–13, 20–30, and 38–40 are
mostly random coil structures, and sequences 14–19 and 31–37
are rigid b-structures in which most of the secondary structuresThis journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2017
Fig. 6 (A) + (B) and (C) + (D) show the ﬁbril and hydrogen bond
contact maps between the neighbouring chains of the trans-
membrane truncated 3Ab11–40 peptide at 324 K over equilibrium
snapshots of the REMD simulations, respectively.
Fig. 5 The secondary structures of the transmembrane 3Ab11–40
peptide, averaged from the last 150 ns of the REMD simulations at 324
K. The secondary structures were predicted using DSSP tools.
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View Article Onlinehave b-content. Overall, in analysing snapshots, the simulated
structures of the transmembrane 3Ab11–40 peptide appear to
consist of two b-structure domains that are separate from the
random coil regions. The b-structure regions are essentially
penetrated by the DPPC lipid bilayer. Consequently, the random
coil domains are regularly located and interact with the lipid
headgroups. These results are in agreement with previous
experiments which found that the Ab peptide can adopt
b conformations when penetrating into the membrane24,27,46
and can adopt coil conformations when located at the surface of
the membrane.24,26 Both b-sheet domains are characterized by
strong intermolecular interactions with each other through
both bril and hydrogen bond contacts. Moreover, the random
coil domains have fewer contacts between the two neighbouring
chains.This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2017Mutual interaction contacts of the transmembrane 3Ab11–40
peptide
The bril and hydrogen bond contact maps between two adja-
cent chains of the 3Ab11–40 peptide were obtained from an
analysis of the computational time from 200 to 350 ns of the
REMD simulations with explicit solvent molecules at 324 K. The
details of the bril and hydrogen bond contact maps of the
3Ab11–40 oligomer are delineated in Fig. 6. The regions where its
secondary structures are rigid b-sheets have frequent contact
with each other. Particularly, the rigorous b-structure region of
the C-terminal of chain B forms numerous intensive bril and
hydrogen bond contacts with the corresponding C-terminal
domains of chains A and C (Fig. 6). Although a comparable
N-terminal domain of chain B continued to produce a rm
intermolecular interaction with the b-sheet region of the
N-terminal of chain A, the bril and hydrogen bond contacts
between the corresponding domains of chains B and C
decreased. This is consistent with the increasingly random coil
structure of the N-terminal of chain C (Fig. 5). Overall, the ob-
tained data indicate that the central hydrophobic cores of both
the N- and C-terminals are essential to maintaining the stability
of the Ab oligomers.84
In addition, the D23–K28 salt bridge has been shown in
several previous studies39,42,43,85 to play an important role in
stabilizing the structures of the monomers and the bril
structures of Ab peptides in solution; the distribution of the
intramolecular D23–K28 salt bridge of the transmembrane
3Ab11–40 peptide was further analysed. This distribution is
shown in Fig. 7. At the starting point, no salt bridge appeared.
Aer simulation over a long period of time using REMD, chain
C was found to form a salt bridge between Asp23 and Lys28 with
a very high probability. However, the Asp23–Lys28 salt bridges
of chains A and B was rarely observed. This is due to the fact thatRSC Adv., 2017, 7, 7346–7357 | 7351
Fig. 8 Free energy landscape of the transmembrane 3Ab11–40 peptide
as a function of the ﬁrst two principal components, Rg and RMSD. M1
to M5 are minima of the transmembrane truncated 3Ab11–40 peptide
inserted into the DPPC lipid bilayer; these were obtained from FEL
analysis during the last 150 ns of the REMD simulations at 324 K.
Fig. 7 The distribution of the Asp23–Lys28 salt bridge (A) and the
Asp23–Asn27 salt bridge (B) of the transmembrane 3Ab11–40 oligomer
at 324 K during the simulation time interval of 200 to 350 ns of the
REMD simulations.
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View Article Onlineboth Lys28A and Lys28B form hydrogen bonds with lipid
headgroups located within this region. These interactions are
the main element altering the secondary structures of the
peptides at the loop region. This result is consistent with
available computational studies about the eﬀects of lipid bila-
yers on the structure of the Ab1–40 monomer.86,87 Instead, in our
present simulation, the polar contact between Asp23 and Asn27
of both chains A and B was found to be a stabilizing contact
(Fig. 7B). This contact replaces the salt bridge Asp23–Lys28 in
order to secure the turn region, in accord with a previous
computational study showing that themembrane alters this salt
bridge of the Amyloid precursor protein.88
The optimized structure of the transmembrane Ab11–40 trimer
In an attempt to identify the putative structures of the 3Ab11–40
peptide penetrating the membrane DPPC lipid bilayer, the two-
dimensional free energy landscape was constructed using the
“gmx sham” tool. The RMSD of the protein was chosen as the
rst reaction coordinate. The radius of gyration Rg ¼
X
i
midi
X
i
mi
is dened as the average of the mass-weighted squared
distances of all atoms to the center of mass; this was chosen as
the second reaction coordinate. The clustering method was
then used to search for the stable structures of the peptide
which remain at the minima.
Fig. 8 shows the FEL of the truncated 3Ab11–40 peptide at
324 K. In total, there are ve representative structures, which are
noted as M1 to M5. Four of these structures (i.e.M1 to M4) have
the same magnitudes of Rg and RMSD, approximately 1.43 and7352 | RSC Adv., 2017, 7, 7346–73570.55 nm, respectively; they have the lowest free energy value of
13.9 kJ mol1. M5 is located in a diﬀerent free energy hole,
with a free energy of11.59 kJ mol1. This conformation has Rg
and RSMD values of 1.40 and 0.63 nm, respectively. The
details of the secondary structures of these conformations are
shown in Table 1. On average, the coil structure occupies 54%
and the b-content occupies 44%. The turn structure represents
approximately 2%, and the helix structure completely disap-
pears. This nding may be due to the fact that the putative
structures tend to be Ab bril formations because the helix
structure is the intermediate step of Ab aggregation.37,73,74,82,83
These observations are in accord with previous experimental
ndings that lipids alter the secondary structure of Ab to
approximately 40–60% b-content,24,46 whereas the random coil
structure is found near the lipid headgroups.24,26
In particular, the optimized conformation M2 adopts the
highest possibility of beta structure, with an amount of 53%.
The other metrics, including the alternate random coil and turn
structures, occupy 45% and 2%, respectively. It is interesting to
note that M2 is the most common conformation of the trimer in
the lowest free energy state, with a population of 29% of the
total snapshots, located in the lowest free energy minimum;
this was predicted through the clustering method with a cutoﬀ
of 0.35 nm. Therefore, we chose M2 as the initial conformation
to estimate the annihilation free energy of the transmembrane
Ab11–40 trimer.This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2017
Fig. 9 Probability of intermolecular contacts between the phosphorus
atoms of bilayer DPPC lipids and the heavy atoms of the truncated
3Ab11–40 peptide. The results were investigated at 324 K throughout
Table 1 Details of secondary structures and CCS of ﬁve globally optimized structures of the Ab oligomer, predicted through DSSP and MOBCAL
tools
Minima Coil content (%) Beta content (%) Turn content (%) Helix content (%) CCS (A˚2)
M1 58 40 2 0 1361
M2 45 53 2 0 1311
M3 62 38 0 0 1371
M4 56 40 4 0 1317
M5 51 49 0 0 1343
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View Article OnlineIn this free energy hole, the populations of M1, M3, and M4
amount to 9%, 21% and 13%, respectively. Meanwhile, M5 is
located in a diﬀerent free energy hole, with a population of 38%
of all snapshots at this state. The rest are other clusters whose
populations are quite low. The putative structure M3 has the
lowest probability of b-content, at 38%, and the highest prob-
ability of random coil structure, with an amount of 62%. There
is no turn structure in the M3 minimum.
Additionally, both the M1 and M4 conformations form the
same amounts of b-structures, at 40%. However, M4 has more
turn structure at 4%, whereas M1 only forms 2%. Thus, the
random coil structures of M1 and M4 attain 58% and 56%,
respectively, due to the lack of helix structures. The optimized
structure M5 contains 49% beta structure and 51% random
coil. The other metrics, a- and turn-content, have zero
percentages.
Although several previous studies are available on the
screening of potential inhibitors for AD, including candidates
to inhibit Ab peptides,56,89–93 an eﬀective drug for the treatment
of AD remains elusive. This may be because the structures of
solvated Ab peptides are employed as targets in most screening
of potential inhibitors for Ab peptides.56,89–93 However, as dis-
cussed above, the major mechanism of Ab neurotoxicity arises
from the membrane penetration of Ab oligomers. Strong
inhibitors of Ab peptides in solution appear not to eﬀectively
inhibit these peptides when they penetrate the membrane.
Therefore, the putative structures of the transmembrane
trimer Ab11–40 peptide that are determined using REMD
simulations can be used as targets for computer-aided drug
design that may lead to the discovery of an eﬀective inhibitor
of Ab oligomers.
It is known that the CCS is an important parameter for
characterizing proteins. This metric can be determined not only
in experiments, such as ion mobility mass spectrometry, but
also by computation. The IMPACT method has successfully
estimated the CCS of proteins with high correlation to experi-
ments.69,94 Thus, the CCS of the optimized structure of the
transmembrane Ab trimer was investigated using IMPACT. The
obtained results are shown in Table 1; the mean of the metrics
is 1341  23 A˚2. As far as we know, the experimental CCS of the
transmembrane Ab trimer is still unavailable. However, the CCS
of the Ab trimer in solution was determined in previous exper-
iments, with values of 1265  16 and 1386  145 A˚2.95,96 Overall,
our calculated CCS result is in good agreement with these
experiments.This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2017Intermolecular interaction between the DPPC lipid bilayer
and the Ab peptide
Intermolecular interactions between the peptide and the
membrane were also computed through evaluation of the
minimum distance between the heavy atoms of the Ab resi-
dues and the phosphorus atoms of the headgroups. A contact
is recorded whenever the distance becomes smaller than
0.45 nm. The probability of existence of these contacts is
demonstrated in Fig. 9. Consistent with the investigation of
the RMSF and secondary structures, the residues that have
high deviations and solid coil structures frequently form non-
bonded contacts with the membrane surface. Additionally,
the b-structure domains of the N-terminals of the peptides are
commonly found to interact with lipid headgroups. Moreover,
both Lys16 and Lys28 have the most regular contact with lipid
phosphate headgroups, which is in good agreement with
previous studies on the interaction between a membrane and
the Ab1–40 monomer.86,87 Although the observed results imply
that electrostatic interactions are the main factor in the
binding process between the Ab trimer and the membrane
DPPC lipid bilayer, this qualitative nding is inconsistent
with the quantitative analysis of binding free energy calcula-
tions, which is mentioned below, indicating that van der
Waals interactions emerge as the key element of interaction
between the trimer and the membrane. These inconsistent
results thus suggest that a study on the interactions of Ab
peptides and membranes using evaluation of the distance
between the diﬀerent heavy atoms of the diﬀerent molecules
could enable articial observation.the last 150 ns of the REMD simulations.
RSC Adv., 2017, 7, 7346–7357 | 7353
Fig. 11 The lipid order parameters for both carbon atoms of acyl
chains sn-1 and sn-2. The results are averaged over the last 150 ns of
the temperature REMD simulations.
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View Article OnlineFree energy diﬀerence of binding between the DPPC lipid
bilayer and the Ab trimer
In order to investigate the nature of binding between the trimer
and the lipid bilayer, the double-annihilation binding free
energy method61,63 was used to estimate for the rst time to
estimate the binding free energy of the Ab trimer to the DPPC
lipid bilayer, because it is one of the most accurate methods
currently known for this purpose.97–99 In this scheme, the
protein is annihilated from both the transmembrane and
solvated systems. To determine the binding free energy, in the
rst step, the putative structure of the transmembrane Ab
trimer in M2 is chosen as the initial conformation of the rst
annihilation simulation; it is annihilated from the complex,
and subsequently DG1 is determined. In the second step, the
trimer is solvated and then equilibrated in 30 ns of MD simu-
lations. The RMSD analysis indicates that the system reaches
equilibrium aer 0.2 ns (cf. Fig. S5†). The last snapshot of the
MD is chosen as the initial conformation for the free energy
calculation using the FEPmethod. In this process, the protein is
annihilated from solution; then, DG2 is determined. The free
energy of this process was determined using the BAR method59
in every ps, and the results are shown in Fig. 10. The free
energies reached equilibrium aer 2 ns; then, the binding free
energy DGbind of the oligomer to the DPPC lipid bilayer was
determined to be 70  18 kcal mol1, which is averaged from
the diﬀerences of the two annihilation free energies. In partic-
ular, the contribution of electrostatic energy (DGcou) to the
binding free energy amounts to 114  18 kcal mol1, and the
diﬀerence in free energy of the van der Waals interactionsFig. 10 (A) Annihilation free energy of the Ab trimer from the solvated
membrane system, and (B) annihilation free energy of the Ab trimer
from the solution. The free energy was determined using the BAR
method at every ps.
7354 | RSC Adv., 2017, 7, 7346–7357(DGvdW) is 184  3 kcal mol1. These results indicate that
although intermolecular polar contacts between the Ab peptide
and the membrane are very important, according to the analysis
given above and also from previous studies,21,28 the natures of
the binding diﬀer from each other. The van der Waals interac-
tions emerge as dominant over the Coulomb interactions in the
binding process of the Ab peptide to the membrane DPPC lipid
bilayer.
Stabilization of the membrane over simulation time
In order to further detect the eﬀects of the Ab oligomer on the
oriented mobility of the membrane DPPC lipid bilayer, the
averages of the lipid order parameters were computed for both
carbon atoms of the acyl chains sn-1 and sn-2, as shown in
Fig. 11. The membrane DPPC lipid bilayer without the induced
oligomer is simulated in solution. The lipid order parameters of
the solvated DPPC lipid bilayer are indicated by the green and
blue lines in Fig. 11. MD simulation of the pure lipid bilayer was
carried out for a length of 200 ns. Our pure solvated DPPC lipid
bilayer observations are in good agreement with both previous
experimental and computational results.100–102 In addition, the
lipid order parameters of the membrane with the oligomer
induced are also investigated, as illustrated by the black and red
lines in Fig. 11. Generally, the lipid order parameter curves of
the two saturated DPPC chains are quite diﬀerent from each
other for both systems with and without the oligomer. The
results obtained here are consistent with the view that the
interaction between the Ab peptides and the lipid headgroups
leads to uctuation of the lipid order parameters.26,103,104
However, the obtained results also indicate that the membrane
DPPC lipid bilayer is stabilized upon protein insertion.
Conclusions
In the present theoretical study, the high eﬃciency sampling
method of REMD simulations with explicit solvent was appliedThis journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2017
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View Article Onlineto investigate the structural changes of the 3Ab11–40 oligomer
inserted in the membrane of a DPPC lipid bilayer.
We rstly generated the stable structures of the Ab11–40
trimer when it is inserted into the membrane DPPC lipid
bilayer. On average, the percentages of the putative trimer
secondary structure were estimated to be 44% b-structure, 54%
random coil structure, 2% turn structure, and absolutely 0% a-
structure. There was a small shi compared with the averaged
metrics of all snapshots, which were 40% b-content, 57%
random coil, 3% turn structure and 0% a-structure. Conse-
quently, the b-content is slightly higher than the b-content of
the solvated Ab11–40 trimer.45 However, this diﬀerence may be
caused by the tendency of the GROMOS force eld to favor
b formation.79 Moreover, we found that the transmembrane Ab
trimer structure is arranged in two domains, including the
favored b-structure region that is fully inserted into the
membrane, involving the sequences 14–19 and 31–37. The
mostly random coil region was found to be located close to the
surface of the membrane and consists of the sequences 11–13,
20–30 and 38–40. These two domains correspond to the stable
and uctuating regions of the oligomer, respectively. This
nding is in agreement with both previous experimental24,26,27,46
and computational28–33 studies. We hope that new knowledge of
these structures can enhance the search for an Ab therapy.
The membrane of the DPPC lipid bilayer was in addition
found to be stable during the REMD simulations, and the
intermolecular interaction contacts between the oligomer and
the DPPC lipid bilayer indicated that the random coil domain
favors interaction with the membrane headgroups. Moreover,
the van der Waals interaction energy is predominant over the
electrostatic energy in the binding of the Ab trimer to the
membrane, based on double-annihilation binding free energy
calculations. Consequently, the trimer experiences a strong
attraction with the membrane, with a large binding free energy
of 70  18 kcal mol1.
The size of the transmembrane Ab11–40 trimer is approxi-
mately equal to the size of the Ab trimer in solution, with a cross
section (CCS) of 1341  23 A˚2; this compares well with the
experimental values of the solvated trimer of 1265  16 and
1386  145 A˚2.95,96
The membrane DPPC lipid bilayer induces a strong eﬀect on
chain C, which leads to a smaller number of non-bonded
contacts with chain B compared to the contacts between
chains A and B. Although the membrane of the DPPC lipid
bilayer was stable during all the MD computations, the lipid
order parameters uctuated when the oligomer was
induced.26,103,104
The polar contact Asp23–Asn27 was also found to be the
stabilizing factor of the oligomer structure, rather than the
Asp23–Lys28 salt bridge as reported in a previous study by
Miyashita et al.30 on the transmembrane amyloid precursor
protein.
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